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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
Agricultural Marketing Service
Grain Division
Washington 25 D. C .
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October 1960
REQUI REMENTS UNDER THE FEDERAL SEED ACT FOR lABELING
TREATED SEED
Definition of Treated Seed
The term "treated" means given an application of a substance or subjected to a process designed to reduce control or repel disease organisms
insects or other pests which attack seeds or seedlings growing therefrom.
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Information Re quired to be Shown on the Label
A word or statement in type no smaller than 8 points indicating that the
seed has been treated.
The commonly accepted coined chemical (generic) or abbreviated
chemical name or a description of any process (other than application of a
substance) used in such treatment in type no smaller than 8 points.
A caution statement if the substance used in such treatment in the amount
remaining with the seed is harmful to humans or other vertebrate animals .
1. Seed treated with a mercurial or similarly toxic substance if any
amount remains with the seed, shall be labeled to show a statement such as
"Poison" , "Poison treated I" or "Treated with Poison . " The word "Poison" shall
be in type no smaller than 8 points and shall be in red letters on a distinctly contrasting background. In addition, the label shall show a representation of a
skull and crossbones at least twice the size of the type used for the name of the
substance and the statement indicating that the seed has been treated .
2. Seed treated with other harmful substances (other than mercurials or
similarly toxic substances ) if the amount remaining with the seed is harmful to
humans or other vertebrate animals, shall be labeled to show a caution statement, in type no smaller than 8 points, such as "Do not use for food feed or
oil," except;
a . Seed treated with substances other than mercurials or
similarly toxic substances and in containers of 4 ounces or less need
not be labeled to show the caution statement; and,
b . The following substances shall not be deemed harmful if
present at a rate less than the number of parts per million indicated:
Allethrin 2 ppm; Malathion 8 ppm; Methoxychlor, 2 ppm; Piperonyl
bu toxide, 8 ppm on oa t and sorghum and 20 ppm on all other seeds; and
Pyrethrins, 1 ppm on oat and sorghum and 3 ppm on all other seeds.
Names of Substances
The attached list contains the names of many of the substances that may
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be used for treating seeds . No recommendation of the products is implied and
no discrimination is intended. The first part contains the chemical names
arranged in alphabetical order accompanied by abbreviated che mical names,
commonly accepted coined names, and proprietary names. The second part
shows proprietary names in alphabetical order accompanied by chemical, abbreviated chemical, or commonly accepted coined name, one of which is re quired to be shown on the labels of seed treated therewith . There may be
additional proprietary names for these substances . The proprietary names may
be shown on the labels as additional information, provided they are not rnis leading.
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Form of Labe l
The information required for treated seed may be shown on the same label
as used for other information (purity, germination, etc .) required under the
Federal Seed Act, on a separate label, or on the container.
The following proposed forms of labeling illustrate minimum labeling re quirements under the Federal Seed Act. Additional information may be shown,
such as the rate of application, antidotes, specific purpose of treatment, etc.,
provided such information is not false or misleading.
Mercurials or similarly
toxic substances

Less harmful
substances

Treated with
(NAME OF SUBSTANCE)
POISON (in red)
(Skull and Crossbones )

Treated with
(NAME OF SUBSTANCE)
Do not use for food,
feed or oil

Proprietary name not associated
with the required labeling

Proprietary name associated
with the required labeling

XYZ DUST
This seed treated with
(NAME. OF SUBSTANCE)
Do not use for food, feed or oil

This seed treated with
NAME OF SUBSTANCE
(XYZ DUST)
Do not use for food, feed or oil
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